MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

Re: Expiration of Temporary Time Limit Extension on Step B and Arbitration Appeals

The memorandum of understanding (MOU), RE: Temporary Time Limit Extension on Step B and Arbitration Appeals, signed on March 24, 2022, extended the time limits for appealing grievances to Step B of the grievance-arbitration procedure, and appeals to arbitration, for a period of 30 days beyond those specified in the National Agreement. This MOU expires on May 6, 2022.

Absent agreement otherwise at the Formal A or regional/area levels, May 7, 2022, will serve as day 1 of the existing contractual time limits for such appeals to Step B and arbitration that remain timely on the May 6, 2022, expiration date pursuant to the above referenced MOU.

David E. Mills
Manager
Labor Relations Policies and Programs
United States Postal Service

Date: 5/6/2022

Brian L. Renfroe
Executive Vice President
National Association of Letter Carriers,
AFL-CIO

Date: 5/6/2022